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SECOND QUARTER MARKET DISCUSSION
The second quarter is best described as a tug of war between the bulls and the bears—both straining at the rope but getting 
pulled back in the other direction. The result? The markets struggled for direction. However, the last few days of June saw the 
averages for the S&P 500, 400 and 600 all deliver slightly negative quarterly returns. The U.S. job market continues to see 
monthly improvement. Additionally, there has been a small uptick in average hourly earnings along with an increase in labor 
force participation. Small positives but trends start with a few data points.

In addition to international concerns regarding China and Greece, the Federal Reserve’s open discussions about when to 
begin raising rates (in our view they should have already started) continued to impact the markets during the second quarter. 
The most likely timeframe for Fed action is between September and the end of the year.

Internationally, China continues to have the biggest impact. China’s economy is clearly downshifting, their stock market 
has been extremely volatile and the government is taking actions to help stabilize it. Do not expect China to bounce back 
quickly to 9-11% growth; this is a period of necessary adjustment. The big headline is Greece and its impending default, 
restructuring, or exit from the Euro Zone. It is our view that a Greek default is inevitable. An orderly exit from the Eurozone is 
the objective and the world financial markets can absorb this with minimal long-term impact. For perspective, Greek GDP is 
equivalent to the state of Connecticut and is 0.39% of World GDP. This is not to downplay the pain a default would cause for 
its citizens but the slow bailout dance needs to end.

The first quarter GDP number was revised upward but was 
still a pathetic: –0.2%. A full six years after the recession 
officially ended the economy remains a two cycle engine 
when we should be in at least 4th gear. To that end, my 
advice to the plethora of presidential candidates before we 
are locked into one name vs. Hillary Clinton: the election 
of 2016 will be more consequential both domestically and 
internationally than any since 1980. 

The most important domestic issue should be how 
to GROW the economy for the simple fact that it is the 
best method to address ALL other challenges: median 
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THE “WHY” BEHIND  
OUR INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
In guiding our clients’ investments, we are firmly guided by two mutually supporting facts:

1.  Financial markets are efficient, meaning the price of a security reflects all known information and will rapidly adjust 
to any new information and therefore is a “fair” price.

2.  No one can consistently predict when to enter or exit the markets (market timing) in order to increase returns by 
avoiding bad market days and benefiting from good market days. 

The significance of the first fact is that individual stock selection is ultimately fruitless—the price of any stock already 
reflects all available information and will rapidly adjust/correct to any “new” news item. Therefore investors (who are not 
the same as traders) are best served by building a diversified portfolio of index based holdings that reflect all market 
capitalization segments (large cap, mid cap, small cap) and sectors, as well as international markets. The simple reason 
is because no one has the “secret” to know which stocks will go up/down.  

Where’s the proof? S&P Dow Jones recently completed a study of 682 actively managed U.S. stock funds and analyzed 
the persistence of remaining in the top 25% over a two to five year period. The results were dismal—for the five year 
period ending March 2015, a mere 4.82% of large cap mutual funds, 3.45% of mid cap funds and 7.77% of small cap 
funds that started in the top 25% remained in the top half! None remained in the top 25% where they began. Given this 
rotation (especially during a generally strong bull market period), we do not believe your investment choices should be 
made to have an exceedingly high probability of underperformance over the longer term. 

The implication of the second fact regarding so called “market timing” makes an even more convincing argument for a 
diversified portfolio of index based holdings. A leading firm, Index Fund Advisors, recently analyzed the 20 year period 
from January 1, 1995 to December 31, 2014. This time period includes a total of 5,036 trading days. If you had invested 
in the S&P 500 on day one and remained fully invested for the 20 year period you earned an annualized return of 
9.22%. This period includes the 1998 Crisis, the 2000 Dot Com Bust, the 2001 Terror Attacks and the 2008-2009 Great 
Recession—still a 9.22% annual return. 

However, had you missed the best 5 days from those 5,036 trading days, your annual return drops to 7.62% (a decrease 
of 39%). If you miss the best 10 days, your annual return drops to 6.1% (a decrease of 59%). On the sidelines for the 20 
best days? Your annual return declines 81% to 3.62%. Finally, miss the 40 best days (only 0.7% of the total number of 
days) and you LOSE money: –0.45% annual return.  

Who has the ability to predict those 5, 10 or more good days before they occur? Jack Bogle of Vanguard has the 
answer: “In 55 years in the business, I not only have never met anybody who knew how to do it, I’ve never met anybody 
who had met anybody who knew how to do it.”

household income, income “inequality”, job creation and 
countless others. Robust economic growth also provides 
the resources to address international threats to our friends, 
allies and vital interests. 

It’s not complicated. Economic growth of 3-4% annually 
is the minimum we should accept. There are several ways 
government at all levels can help set the conditions to 
allow the private, productive sector do what it does well: 
create opportunity and wealth. First, our tax code is a 
huge drag on growth. Too much time and money is spent 
on gaming the rules and not enough time spent producing 

goods and services. Second, the Federal Government, in 
the words of Larry Summers, is a “crappy venture capitalist” 
and should stop trying to allocate capital as it is incapable of 
doing so effectively. Finally, the entire economy benefits from 
the government maintaining, repairing, and improving the 
infrastructure (roads, bridges, tunnels, etc.) in the country. The 
Highway Trust Fund is up for new funding. As we suggested 
in our November 2014 Perspectives, this is an opportunity to 
allow firms to repatriate overseas profit at a low rate (5%) and 
dedicate the tax revenue to the Highway Trust Fund. 
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Closing Thought
The big divide in this country is not between Democrats  
and Republicans, or women and men, but between talkers  
and doers. 

—Thomas Sowell

The Supreme Court decision handed down on June 26th has some potentially large 
financial planning implications for same sex couples and we thought it important to 
touch on a few of those this quarter. 

The key point to recognize from a financial planning perspective is the implications are 
neither all good nor all bad—they just “are.” Here are the major areas impacted with 
many more federal, state and agency laws and rules to be updated: 

1.  Retirement Benefits: A positive for married couples for both qualified plans 
(IRAs, 401k, 403b, 457) and Social Security benefits as spouses can inherit Social 
Security benefits and employ more advantageous claiming strategies. Spouses are 
treated differently in terms of rolling over a deceased spouse’s 401k or IRA.

2.  Federal Income Taxes: Two sided issue. If both people earn a large salary, 
the combined household income will almost certainly push them into a higher 
marginal tax bracket. If one earns significantly more than the other, the opposite 
likely plays out with a reduced tax liability. Additionally, a married couple with large 
incomes may now find themselves with reduced or eliminated deductions and/or 
exemptions.

3.  Government Benefits: Student loans, financial aid and a host of other income 
based programs may be reduced or eliminated if married, so looking at your 
situation and projecting out a few years will likely be worth the time and effort.

4.  Estate and Gift Taxes: Almost certainly an advantage to being married due to 
unlimited gifting between spouses and the portability of the estate tax exclusion 
equivalent of $5.43 million this year. 

There will undoubtedly be more subjects added to this financial planning list as the 
country, its legislatures and regulatory agencies sort all this out. We will stay abreast 
of it and inform you as needed. 

PRELIMINARY FINANCIAL PLANNING IMPACTS OF 
SUPREME COURT SAME SEX MARRIAGE RULING

© Behavior Gap

Just This Once

Praetorian Guard is a division of Praetorian 
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